DATE: May 9  
TO: Students and Officers  
SUBJECT: Summer Scholarships: Put Your Education First Again!

Summer Scholarships: Put Your Education First Again!
Is your college experience and love of learning overshadowed by ever-growing financial pressures? This summer, Psi Chi is excited to help members relieve the costs of college tuitions, institutional fees, and textbooks by offering seventeen $3,000 scholarships.

See and bookmark the guidelines below; application portals for each program will open soon. Best wishes from all of us at Psi Chi Headquarters!

- **Inez Beverly Prosser Scholarship for Women of Color**  
  Due June 26 for undergraduates or July 3 for graduate students: Fully funded in 2022, this new scholarship demonstrates Psi Chi members’ values toward equity, diversity, and inclusion. [Learn more](#) about Prosser and the origins of this scholarship.

- **Undergraduate Scholarships**  
  Due June 26: Any undergrad member who (a) will be or is enrolled in a psych-related major for the upcoming Fall 2022 semester and (b) has not previously received a Psi Chi scholarship is eligible to apply for one of these scholarships.
• **Graduate Scholarships**
  Due July 3: Eight of these scholarships will be bestowed on graduate students based on their Psi Chi activity, personal qualities consistent with Psi Chi's Mission, financial need, and academic excellence.

• **APAGS/Psi Chi Junior Scientist Fellowships**
  Due July 15: These twelve $1,000 fellowships provide funding for rising first- or second-year graduate-level research projects.

*Note. Shown above are some of last year's scholarship recipients (from left): Courtney Cabell (the first-ever Prosser Scholarship recipient), Elizabeth Buczek (Undergraduate Scholarship recipient), and Keliang Colin Li (Graduate Scholarship recipient).*

---

**MENTAL HEALTH MONTH**

---

**Instagram Video Contest:**
**What Does Mental Health Mean to You?**
Submit a 2- to 3-minute video discussing any evidence-based mental health tips that you find meaningful! Creativity is encouraged, and all submitters have a chance to win a $75 or $50 Amazon gift card. [See the full guidelines](#). Deadline: June 30.

Need some inspiration? Explore our new Mental Health Awareness Online Resource for educational content, steps to mental health, and crisis hotlines. Happy Mental Health Awareness Month!

---

**LIVE EVENTS**
Conducting Global Research: Cross-Cultural Collaboration and Translating Research Measures

Discover benefits and challenges inherent in conducting research across cultures. Drs. Martha Zlokovich, Kurt Geisinger, Antonio Puente, and NICE Chair Antonios Kagialis will share about adapting measures from one language and/or culture to another. This live APA webinar takes place June 6 at 1–3 p.m. EST with CE credit available. Register today.

Experience CSPP’s Ongoing Webinar Series

California School of Professional Psychology (CSPP) is excited to announce its next two live webinars.

- **Asian Americans in Leadership: Research and Application**
  *May 16, 11:00 a.m. Pacific Time*
  Please join Dr. Yon Na, Linda Akutagawa, and Dr. Debra Kawahara as they share insights on ways to support the career development of Asian Americans. Save your spot today.

- **Using Vision Boards to Enhance Personal and Professional Resiliency**
  *June 9 at 2 p.m. Pacific Time*
  Dr. Donnette Deigh will explore how vision boards can be used to assess future goals and reflect on past experiences to enhance professional and personal development. Register now.